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Abstract
Let G be a quadripartite graph with N vertices in each vertex class and each vertex is adjacent to at least ( 34 )N vertices in each of
the other classes. There exists an N0 such that, if N N0, then G contains a subgraph that consists of N vertex-disjoint copies of K4.
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1. Introduction
This paper continues the work in [8], which asks a corresponding question for tripartite graphs. Extremal graph theory
often deals with questions as to the minimum density of edges which guarantees the inclusion of a ﬁxed subgraph H,
as in the classic theorems of Turán [10] (when H is a complete graph) and Erdo˝s and Stone [2].
However, in the case when a graph G is required to contain a spanning subgraph H; that is, H has the same number
of vertices as G, an important parameter is a lower bound on the minimum degree that guarantees H is a subgraph of
G. One theorem of this type is the so-called Hajnal–Szemerédi theorem, with the case k = 3 proven ﬁrst by Corrádi
and Hajnal [1].
Theorem 1.1 (Hajnal–Szemerédi [4]). Let G be graph on n vertices with minimum degree ((k − 1)/k)n. If k divides
n, then G has a subgraph that consists of n/k vertex-disjoint cliques of size k.
A quadripartite graph is said to be balanced if it contains the same number of vertices in each class. Theorem 1.2 is
a quadripartite version of the Hajnal–Szemerédi result.
Theorem 1.2. Let G= (V1, V2, V3, V4;E) be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4N vertices such that each vertex is
adjacent to at least ( 34 )N vertices in each of the other classes. If NN0 for some absolute constant N0, then G has a
subgraph consisting of N vertex-disjoint copies of K4.
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Some partial results on this problem have been published by Fischer [3] and Johansson [5]. Both papers use similar
techniques to those employed in this paper. We indicate, later in the paper, where our results coincide with those in the
previous papers.
The proof is in two parts and is similar in structure to the proof in [8]. Theorem 2.1 in Section 2 states that if the
degree condition is relaxed, then all graphs, except a speciﬁc class, have the spanning subgraph of disjoint copies of
K4. We will then show how to ﬁnd the spanning subgraph for that excluded class of graphs by proving Theorem 3.1 in
Section 3. Assume that N is divisible by 4. If not, Section 4 shows that the case where N is not divisible by 4 comes as
a corollary.
1.1. The regularity and blow-up lemmas
Throughout this paper, we will try to keep much of the notation and deﬁnitions in [6,8]. The deﬁnitions of density,
-regular and (, )-super-regular are the usual deﬁnitions found in many papers using the Regularity Lemma. We refer
the reader to [8]. In addition, we use the so-called Degree Form of the Regularity Lemma and the Blow-up Lemma. The
paper [9] proves the original Regularity Lemma (the Degree Form is a quick corollary) and the paper [7] introduces
the Blow-up Lemma. Both are also stated in [8].
We will note that the Regularity Lemma gives that, for any equipartition, the clusters (except for the leftover set) in
the regular partition lie entirely within parts of the original partition. Our quadripartition is the original equipartition
that is reﬁned to form the regular partition.
We refer to the graph deﬁned by the Regularity Lemma, denoted Gr , as the reduced graph of G. G itself is the real
graph. Any K4 in Gr or in a similar reduced graph is referred to as a super-K4 or super-tetrahedron. A K4 in G is often
called a real K4 or real tetrahedron to avoid confusion.
1.2. Further deﬁnitions
A subgraph of disjoint copies of K4 is called a K4-factor. Its size is the number of copies of K4. If a K4-factor is a
spanning subgraph, it is called a perfect K4-factor.
The notation [n] indicates the set {1, . . . , n}. We will frequently refer to the well-known König–Hall condition,
which states that if G = (A,B;E) is a bipartite graph, then there is a matching in G that involves all the vertices of
A unless there exists an X ⊆ A such that, |N(X)|< |X|. Speciﬁcally, we often use the immediate corollary that if
|A| = |B| and each vertex in A has degree at least |B|/2 and each vertex in B has degree at least |A|/2, then G must
have a perfect matching.
The notation a>b means that the constant a is small enough relative to b. This has become standard notation in
these kinds of proofs. Let us also deﬁne three classes of graphs.
• m×n: The vertices of m×n are {hij : i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n]} with hij ∼ hi′j ′ iff i = i′ and j = j ′. Note that
k×(k−1) contains no Kk .
• k: The vertices are {hij : i =[k], j ∈ [k]} and the adjacency rules are as follows: hij ∼ hi′j ′ if i = i′ and j = j ′
and either j or j ′ is in {1, . . . , k − 2}. Also, hi,k−1 ∼ hi′,k−1 and hik ∼ hi′k for i = i′. No other edges exist. If k
is even, then k can be covered by Kk’s, but it cannot if k is odd.
• 4: The vertices are {hij : i ∈ [4], j ∈ [4]} with hij ∼ hi′j ′ if i = i′ and j = j ′ and either j or j ′ is in {1, 2}.
Also hij ∼ hi′j if j ∈ {3, 4} and |i − i′| = 1. In addition, hij ∼ hi′,7−j if j ∈ {3, 4} and |i − i′|2. No other
edges exist.
For a graph G, deﬁne the so-called blow-up graph G(t) to be the graph formed by replacing each vertex with a cluster
of t vertices and each edge with the complete bipartite graph Kt,t . For 0 and0, a graph H is (,)-approximately
G(t) if each vertex of G is replaced with a cluster of size in ((1−)t, (1+)t) and each nonedge is replaced by a bipartite
graph of density at most . For brevity, we will say a graph is -approximately G(t) if it is (0,)-approximately G(t).
Note that if <′ and >′ − , then (if we are allowed to add or subtract vertices to guarantee that clusters are the
same size) a graph that is (,)-approximately G(t) is also ′-approximately G(t).
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1.3. An easy result
Consider H, a balanced k-partite graph, on kM vertices such that each vertex in H is adjacent to at least (1 − 2−k)M
vertices in each of the other classes. Proposition 1.3 shows that this graph has a perfect Kk-factor. Proposition 1.3 is
used repeatedly in Section 3.
Proposition 1.3. Let H be a balanced quadripartite graph on kM vertices such that each vertex is adjacent to at least
(1 − 2−k)M vertices in each of the other classes. Then, H has a perfect Kk-factor.
The proof proceeds via induction on k, utilizing König–Hall. Details are left to the reader.
1.4. A useful proposition
Proposition 1.4 is quite valuable and we will use it throughout the proof. We will not use it for k > 4, but this more
general statement of the proposition may be of independent interest.
Proposition 1.4. Fix k. Let us be given >>1 and let H be a k-partite graph with at least (k− 1)(1 − )t vertices in
each vertex class and each vertex is nonadjacent to at most (1 + )t vertices in each of the other classes. Furthermore,
let H contain no copy of Kk . Then, each vertex class is of size at most (k − 1)(1 + )t and H is (,)-approximately
k×(k−1)(t).
Proof (Sketch). The proof proceeds via induction on k. The case k = 3 is proven in [8]. Consider v ∈ V (H). Apply
induction to N(v) with  and a much smaller  than that given in the statement.
An upper bound on the size of the vertex sets is immediate. As to the rest, the observation is that if, say, X1, Y1 ⊂ V1,
X2, Y2 ⊂ V2 with X1, X2, Y1, Y2 of size approximately t and d(X1, X2), d(Y1, Y2)>, then either |X1 ∩ Y1|, |X2 ∩
Y2|>t or |X1Y1|, |X2Y2|>t . This concludes the sketch. 
In Section 3 we often use a simpliﬁcation of the above observation. That is, if there are two sparse pairs, each
containing two vertex sets of size N/4, then the minimum degree condition implies that these pairs must coincide or
be disjoint—up to some small tolerance.
2. The fuzzy quadripartite theorem
2.1. Statement of the theorem
Theorem 2.1, the so-called “fuzzy quadripartite theorem”, gives that, with an exceptional case, G has a perfect
K4-factor, even if the minimum degree is a bit less than ( 34 )N .
Theorem 2.1. Given >>1, let G = (V1, V2, V3, V4;E) be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4N vertices such
that each vertex is adjacent to at least ( 34 − )N vertices in each of the other classes. Then, if N is large enough, either
G has a perfect K4-factor, or G has four sets of size N/4, each in a different vertex class, with pairwise density at
most .
2.2. Almost-covering Lemma (Lemma 2.2)
Lemma 2.2 is a general statement about graphs, not requiring the Regularity Lemma. A similar result is proven in [3],
giving that if the minimum degree is at least ( 34 )M then there exists a K4-factor that covers all but a constant number
of vertices. Unfortunately, we require the full power of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.2 (Almost-covering Lemma). Let H be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4M vertices such that each is
adjacent to at least ( 34 − )M in each of the other classes. LetT0, |T0|M − a0 be a K4-factor in H. Then, there
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exists a 0 such that either
1. there exists a K4-factor,T4 with |T4|> |T0| but |T4\T0|b0 or
2. there exists 0 = 0() such that H has four subsets, one in each vertex class, of size M/4 with pairwise density
at most 0.
Note, both a0 and b0 are absolute constants. We say that Case 2 is the extreme case.
Proof. We say that, for any vertex set S, v ∼ S if and only if v is adjacent to every vertex in S that is in a different
vertex class from v. We will say that a property is true for almost all of a set if it is true for all but a subset of size
O(M). The constants involved in the big-oh notation could grow quite large, but are absolute constants, depending
neither on  nor on M. We will neglect to compute these constants, but it can be done. Also, we say that a quantity is
approximately q (notation ≈ q) if it is q ± O(M). Similarly, a set consists of too many elements if it is of size greater
than CM for some appropriate absolute constant C. We say that any pair (A,B) is sparse if, for some pre-established
 = O(), d(A,B)< and dense if d(A,B)> 1 − . The values of  will increase throughout the proof, but will
remain O().
Throughout the proof, we will begin with some partial coveringT, which will be modiﬁed to constructT′, |T′|=|T|.
The set W ⊂ V \V (T) will contain disjoint edges or triangles or perhaps other structures that will allow us to
create further partial covers T′ with the properties we want. An absolute constant will bound |W |. We also deﬁne
U = V \(V (T) ∪ W) and Wi = W ∩ Vi and Ui = U ∩ Vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
As for the proof of Lemma 2.2, we use Sublemma 2.3 (Section 2.2.1) and Sublemma 2.4 (Section 2.2.2) to construct
a T ∈T3 of the same size asT0 but with 12 disjoint triangles outside of V (T3), three in each triple (Wi,Wj ,Wk).
DeﬁneTA to be the T ∈T that has V1(T ) adjacent to a triangle in W, T ∈TB has V2(T ) adjacent to a triangle, and
so on forTC andTD . Deﬁne Ai =Vi(TA) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and Bi , Ci and Di similarly. Consider the graph induced
by (B1 ∪C1 ∪D1, A2 ∪C2 ∪D2, A3 ∪B3 ∪D3, A4 ∪B4 ∪C4). Each of these sets is of size at least ( 14 −3)M and they
are disjoint. Otherwise, one copy ofT would contain two vertices which are neighbors of two different vertex disjoint
triangles. This would allow us to create a K4-cover larger than |T|. But we have three copies of triangles in the same
triple (Wi,Wj ,Wk). So, their common neighborhood must coincide with A1, B2, C3,D4, as appropriate, in at least
( 14 − 27)N vertices. If we consider the vertices which are in some T ∈ T with another vertex in such a set of size
( 14 − 27)M , we have a quadripartite graph with at least ( 34 − 9)M vertices in each part and minimum degree at least
( 12 − 10)M between each pair of parts. According to Proposition 1.4, this graph must be (O(),O())-approximately
4×3(M/4) because it cannot contain a K4 that contains.1 This puts H in the extreme case. 
2.2.1. Forming disjoint edges
Sublemma 2.3 (Disjoint edges). Let H be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4M vertices such that each is adjacent
to at least ( 34 − )M in each of the other classes, H is edge-minimal and not in the extreme case. There exist constants
a1, b1 and d1, with the following property: If T1 is a partial K4-factor, |T1|M − a1, then we can ﬁnd a partial
K4-factorT2, |T2\T1|b1, |T2| |T1| and V \V (T2) contains 6d1 disjoint edges, such that d1 are between any
pair of vertex classes.
Proof. In this proof our current partial K4-factor will always be denoted T even if it evolves. For any i ∈ [4] and
u ∈ Ui ∪ Wi , let Xi(u) = {Vi(T ) : u ∼ T , T ∈ T}. Suppose that v1 ∈ X1(u), then we say that u can be exchanged
with v1. This is achieved as follows: If v1 = V1(T ), then the K4 {u, V2(T ), V3(T ), V4(T )} can replace T and v1 can be
placed into U1. Observe that every |Xi(u) ∪ Ui | is at least ( 14 − 3)M .
We use this idea of exchanges with edges and triangles as well. If e12 is an edge in (U1 ∪ W1, U2 ∪ W2) then any
T ∈ T that contains two neighbors of e12 has the property that e12 along with V3(T ) and V4(T ) form a K4 that can
replace T so that the edge {V1(T ), V2(T )} can be placed into (U1, U2). If t123 is a triangle in (W1,W2,W3), then it can
also be exchanged with any triangle of the form {V1(T ), V2(T ), V3(T )} for which V4(T ) is the common neighbor of
t123.
1 Since H is minimal, H must be O()-approximately 4×4(M/4).
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For this proof, we will assume, without loss of generality, that we cannot put an edge into (W1,W2). The proof
will proceed assuming that W does not contain one of a sequence of subgraphs. We will try to create either an edge in
(W1,W2) or the forbidden subgraphs, each by replacing the partial K4-factor with a new partial K4-factor that has the
same size, but the appropriate subgraph is now outside of that partial K4-factor. Then, we can move to the next case.
If the procedure fails, then we will see that H must be in the extreme case as deﬁned by Lemma 2.2.
Note to the reader: The difﬁculty in this proof is to create a triangle. We ﬁrst show that any edge except those in
(W1,W2) and, perhaps, (W3,W4) can be created. Then, we can show that a C4 can be created. We use the C4 as a tool
to create the triangle—either in (W1,W3,W4) or in (W2,W3,W4). But the steps to doing so are intricate, resulting in
a long proof of both Case 3 and Fact 4.
Case 1. There is no edge in any pair of some triple (Wi,Wj ,Wk).
Without loss of generality, let the triple in question be (W1,W2,W3). Fact 1 gives that the triple (X1(u1),X2(u2),
X3(u3)) must be empty.
Several ideas will be recycled throughout the proofs of Sublemmas 2.3 and 2.4. These will be summarized as “facts”
and we will use the notation in the ﬁrst instance. For the ﬁrst, consider a u1 ∈ U1 and u2 ∈ U2.
Fact 1. If no edge can be placed into (W1,W2), then the pair ({u1} ∪ X1(u1), {u2} ∪ X2(u2)) is empty.
Proof. If that edge is in the same T ∈ T, then replace T with {V1(T ), u2, V3(T ), V4(T )} and the edge is now
{u1, V2(T )}. Otherwise, exchange both u1 and u2 for the endvertices of the edge. 
Fact 2. If X1(u1)∩N1(u2) is almost empty, then each member of {u1}∪X1(u1) is adjacent to at least two members of
almost every T ∈T and is adjacent to three members of almost no T ∈T that fails to contain a member of X1(u1).
Proof. We have that N1(u2) ∩ X1(u1) is almost empty. So, the minimum degree condition gives that each u2 must be
adjacent to almost all of V1\X1(u1). Suppose some V1(T ) ∈ X1(u1) is adjacent to three vertices in too many T ′ ∈T
that fail to contain a member of X1(u1). Then u1 can be exchanged for V1(T ) and V1(T ) for V1(T ′), producing an
edge {V1(T ′), u2}, which can be placed into W.
Because X1(u1) is of size approximately M/4, the minimum degree condition gives that for each v1 ∈ X1(u1), there
are almost no T ∈T for which v1 is adjacent to at most 1 vertex of T. 
LetTD be the subset of T ∈T that contain no member of ⋃3i=1 Xi(ui). The minimum degree condition and Fact
1 give that (X1(u1), V2(TD)) and (X1(u1), V3(TD)) are dense and Fact 2 gives that (X1(u1), V4(TD)) is also. We
can apply Facts 1 and 2 to X2(u2) and X3(u3) as well, giving that (Xi(ui), V4(TD)) is sparse for i = 1, 2, 3.
This is the extreme case, so we proceed to Case 2.
Case 2. There is no edge in the pair (W1,W2) and none in, say, the pair (W1,W3).
Since we are not in Case 1, we may assume that there is an edge {v2, v3} in (W2,W3). Facts 1 and 2 imply that u1
is adjacent to at least one of V2(T ), V3(T ) for almost all T ∈T.
Fact 1 (applied to v2 and u1) gives that v2 is adjacent to almost all of V1\X1(u1), a set of size approximately 3M/4.
Similarly for v3. Thus, if we letTB be the subset of T ∈T that have both V1(T ) and V4(T ) adjacent to both v2 and
v3, TB is of size at least approximately M/4. So, we can ﬁnd a T ∈ TB such that {v2, v3} can be exchanged for
{V2(T ), V3(T )}, which creates an edge in either (W1,W2) or (W1,W3).
Case 3. Edges in (Wi,Wj ) exist for i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}, but no triangles.
Let e13 = {w1, w3} ∈ (W1,W3) and e24 = {w2, w4} ∈ (W2,W4) be edges.
Fact 3. Suppose that no triangle can be placed into W. Then, there can be no T ∈T that contains three members of
N(e13) ∪ N(e24). In addition, almost all vertices in V2 ∪ V4 are adjacent to at least one endvertex of e13.






Fig. 1. Adjacency diagram for T ∈T{3} that fail to have V2(T ) be a common neighbor of {v1, v3}.
Proof. If there is a T that contains, for example, N2(e13), N4(e13) and N1(e24), then e13 could be exchanged for the
edge {V1(T ), V3(T )}. But V1(T ) forms a triangle with e24.
Therefore, almost all T ∈ T have exactly two members of N(e13) ∪ N(e24). As a result, each neighborhood of
these edges must be of size approximately M/2 which gives that almost every vertex in, say, V2 is adjacent to at least
one endvertex of e13. 
Our goal, in this case, will be to create a C4 that can be placed into W.
Fact 1 gives that w1 is nonadjacent to X2(u2), and Fact 3 gives that w3 is adjacent to almost all of X2(u2), so
exchange u2 for some X2(u2) neighbor of w3. Call that neighbor w′2.
Fact 1 gives that w2 is adjacent to none of X1(w1) and applying Fact 3, focusing on e24, gives that w4 is adjacent to
almost all of X1(w1). Applying Fact 3 to {w′2, w3} (and some edge in (W1,W4)), we conclude that w3 is adjacent to
almost all of X1(w1). Exchange w1 for w′1 ∈ X1(w1), a neighbor of both w3 and w4.
Finally, we can utilize Facts 2 and 3 to conclude that w3 and w4 are each adjacent to almost all of X2(w′2). Exchange
w′2 for w′′2 , a neighbor of both w3 and w4. As a result, {w′1, w3, w′′2 , w4} forms our C4.
Relabel the C4 in question and create another so that both {v1, v3, v2, v4} and {vˆ1, vˆ3, vˆ2, vˆ4} are copies of C4, with
vi, vˆi ∈ Wi , ∀i ∈ [4].
Let us partitionT according to what values of Xi(vi) it contains. Let S ⊆ [4] and deﬁneTS to be the T ∈T such
that Vi(T ) ∈ Xi(vi) if and only if i ∈ S.
Fact 4. Suppose W contains two copies of C4, labelled {v1, v3, v2, v4} and {vˆ1, vˆ3, vˆ2, vˆ4} with vi, vˆi ∈ Wi for all
i ∈ [4]. For S ⊆ [4], deﬁneTS to be the T ∈ T such that Vi(T ) ∈ Xi(vi) if and only if i ∈ S. If X2(v2) ∩ N(vˆ1) is
almost empty, then either a triangle can be placed into W or almost all ofT is
T{1} ∪T{2} ∪T{3} ∪T{4}. (1)
Proof. This proof is much longer than those of the other “Facts” but we do use this again in the proof, speciﬁcally in
Step 1 of Sublemma 2.4.
First, we note that if |S|3, then Fact 3 gives thatTS is empty. We next want to show that bothT{1,2} andT{3,4}
are almost empty.
We ﬁrst want to show that the familyT{1,2} is almost empty. Consider the edge {v1, v3}. Fact 3 gives that almost all
of T ∈T has exactly two members from among the common neighbors of {v1, v3} and {v2, v4}. Thus, {v1, v3} has a
common neighbor in almost all of V2(T{1,3} ∪T{1,4} ∪T{3,4}).
Now considerT{3}. If {v1, v3} fails to have a common neighbor in almost all of V2(T{3}), then there is a nontrivial
proportion of T ∈T{3} for which v1 is nonadjacent to V2(T ). For those T, almost all must have both v3 and v4 adjacent
to V2(T ). By Fact 3 and the fact that no triangle can be created, we can conclude that almost all of those T must have
V4(T ) be a common neighbor of {v1, v3} and V1(T ) a common neighbor of {v2, v4}. By deﬁnition, v3 is also adjacent
to V1(T ).
Again, we invoke Fact 3, applying it to {v1, v4} and {v2, v3}. So, v2 must be adjacent to almost all of these V4(T ).
The adjacencies of v1, v2, v3, v4 to such a T are summarized in Fig. 1.
Now we see that v4 cannot be adjacent to these V3(T ); otherwise V4(T ) can be exchanged, creating a triangle.
Hence, Fact 3 allows us to conclude that both v1 and v2 are adjacent to almost all of V3(T ). This puts T into the family
T{2,3}—a contradiction. Therefore, we must have that almost all of V2(T{3}) is a common neighbor of {v1, v3}. Similar
reasoning gives that almost all of V2(T{3}) is a common neighbor of {v1, v3}.
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Fig. 2. Adjacency diagram. The numbers in each box indicate the values of i such that vi is adjacent to almost all of that set of vertices.
Apply symmetry to the edge {v1, v4} to conclude that both {v1, v3} and {v1, v4} have a common neighbor in almost
all of
V2(T{3,4} ∪T{1,3} ∪T{1,4} ∪T{3} ∪T{4}). (2)
We see that Fact 3 gives that almost all T ∈ T must have exactly two common neighbors of each pair of vertex-
disjoint edges in the C4. But for T ∈T∅, we must have that T cannot have two common neighbors of any edge. To see
this, choose T ∈ T∅ and suppose {v2, v3} has two neighbors in T. Because T contains no member of X3(v3), it must
be the case that v3 /∼ V2(T ). Fact 3 gives that almost all such T must have v1 ∼ V2(T ).
The deﬁnition ofT∅ and Fact 3 allow us to conclude that almost all of V2(T∅) is adjacent to v1.
Using the facts that v1 is adjacent to almost all of the vertex class in expression (2) and v1 is adjacent to almost all
ofT∅, we can determine the nonneighborhood of v1 in V2. Namely, it is
T{2} ∪T{2,3} ∪T{2,4} (3)
which, by Fact 3 is of size approximately M/4. But since vˆ1 cannot be adjacent to V2 vertices for T in expression (3)
as well as T ∈T{1,2}. The minimum degree condition givesT{1,2} must, in fact, be almost empty.
We next want to show that the family T{3,4} is almost empty. We know from the above that X2(v2) is of size
approximately M/4. By Fact 2, v2 is nonadjacent to exactly one of V3(T ), V4(T ) for almost all T ∈ T∅. Also, v2 is
nonadjacent to both V3(T ) and V4(T ) for all T ∈T{3,4} because no triangle can be created. Thus, the size of X2(v2)
is approximately
|N2(v1)| − |T∅| − |T{3}| − |T{4}| − |T{3,4}| ≈ M/4 + |T{3,4}|
giving thatT{3,4} must be almost empty.
We now have that almost all ofT is composed of
T{1,3} ∪T{1,4} ∪T{2,3} ∪T{2,4} ∪T{1} ∪T{2} ∪T{3} ∪T{4} ∪T∅.
Fact 3 and the deﬁnition of eachTS enables us to be able to determine the adjacencies of each vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
In Fig. 2, we can see these adjacencies. For example, in the lower left corner, v1, v2 and v3 are each adjacent to almost
all of V4(T{1,3}).
The degree condition, with the aid of Fact 3, gives that there are numbers a and b such that a + 2b = M/4, each
T{i} is of size approximately a, eachT{i,j} is of size approximately b for i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4} andT∅ is of size
approximately 4b. In fact, each of the two adjacency classes forT∅ in Fig. 2 are of size approximately 2b.
Fig. 2 allows us to conclude that v3 and v4 are each adjacent to almost all of X1(v1) and of X2(v2); also, v1 and v2
are each adjacent to almost all of X3(v3) and of X4(v4).
Thus, almost everyx1 ∈ X1(v1) is nonadjacent to almost all ofX2(v2) and vice versa. Similarly with (X3(v3),X4(v4)).
For ui ∈ Ui , consider the set Xi(ui). We have assumed that it is not the case that almost all of T is composed of⋃4
i=1T{i}. In addition, since Xi(ui) cannot contain the neighbor of an edge in the C4, Xi(ui)∩Xi(vi) fails to be almost
empty. Therefore, u1, u2, u3, u4 can be exchanged for vertices v′1, v′2, v′3, v′4, respectively, such that {v′1, v′3, v′2, v′4} is
a C4 and
v1, v2 ∼ v′3, v′4 and v3, v4 ∼ v′1, v′2.







Fig. 3. Adjacency of sets. The solid and dotted lines each represent sparse pairs.
Now we have many C4’s: v′i can take the place of vi in the original C4. Note that Nj(vi)Nj(v′i ) is almost empty
for all distinct i, j ∈ [4]. Recall Fig. 2. We see that for almost all T ∈T∅, either
V1(T ) ∼ v2, v3, V2(T ) ∼ v1, v4, V3(T ) ∼ v2, v4, V4(T ) ∼ v1, v3 (4)
or
V1(T ) ∼ v2, v4, V2(T ) ∼ v1, v3, V3(T ) ∼ v1, v4, V4(T ) ∼ v2, v3. (5)
Denote those T ∈ T∅ that satisfy expression (4)—for both vi and v′i—as being in T∅(4) and those that satisfy
the adjacency conditions in expression (5)—for both vi and v′i—as being inT∅(5). SupposeT∅(4) fails to be almost
empty. Let T ∈T∅(4) and consider the following triangles:
{V1(T ), v2, v3}, {v1, V2(T ), v4}, {v′2, V3(T ), v′4}, {v′1, v′3, V4(T )}.
Each triangle has approximately M/4 common neighbors, inT\T∅(4). Therefore, there is a T ′ ∈ T\T∅(4) that
has two such common neighbors.
So, ifT\T∅(4) is not almost empty, we can remove T and T ′ in favor of two new copies of K4, creating two disjoint
triangles that can be placed into W. So, we may conclude thatT\T∅(4) is almost empty. But then, all of
T{1,3} ∪T{1,4} ∪T{2,3} ∪T{2,4} ∪T∅
must be almost empty and almost all ofT is composed of
T{1} ∪T{2} ∪T{3} ∪T{4}.
This concludes the proof of Fact 4. 
We can conclude that the quadruples (V1(T{1}), V2(T{2}), V3(T{4}), V4(T{3})) and (V1(T{2}), V2(T{1}), V3
(T{4}), V4(T{3})) are pairwise sparse, except possibly the pairs (V3(T{4}), V4(T{3})) and (V1(T{2}), V2(T{1})).
To see this, we will consider V1(T{1}) (which is almost all of X1(v1)). By deﬁnition, each member of X1(v1) is
adjacent to both the V2 and V4 vertices of almost all ofT{4} and the V2 and V3 vertices of almost all ofT{3}. Similarly
for all of the Xi(vi) sets. We see this in Fig. 3.
Finally, we want to show that the pairs (V3(T{4}), V4(T{3})) and (V1(T{2}), V2(T{1})) are sparse. Let us simplify
notation a bit, letT := T{1} ∪T{2} andT	 := T{3} ∪T{4}. This is also summarized in Fig. 3. Suppose there is
some T	 ∈T	 such that some T ∈T has V1(T	) ∼ V3(T) and V2(T	) ∼ V4(T). Then, we can remove T and T	
in exchange for {V1(T	), v2, V3(T), v4} and {v1, V2(T	), v3, V4(T)}, with the edge {V1(T), V2(T)} being our edge
in (U1, U2).
Consider T	 ∈T	. Let A3 be the set of V3(T ) that have a V4(T ) ∼ V2(T	) and T ∈T. Let A4 be the set of V4(T )
that have a V3(T ) ∼ V1(T	) and T ∈T. We see this in Fig. 4.
The pair (A3, A4) must be sparse. If not, we can ﬁnd T ′, T ′′ ∈T such that V3(T ′′ ) ∼ V1(T ′), V2(T ′), V4(T ′), and
V1(T	) ∼ V3(T ′) and V2(T	) ∼ V4(T ′′ ). This is shown in Fig. 5.












Fig. 5. Diagram of the adjacencies of T ′ , T ′′ and T	.
Then T	, T ′ and T ′′ are replaced by three new copies of K4 and {V1(T ′′), V2(T ′′)} being the edge in (U1, U2).
Because this is true for all T ∈ T	 and the fact that sparse pairs either almost coincide or are almost disjoint, we
may conclude that the pair (V3(T), V4(T)) is approximately 2×2(M/4). The minimality of the graph gives that
(V3(T{3}), V4(T{4})) must be sparse also. This puts the graph in the extreme case.
Case 4. A triangle in (W1,W3,W4) can be created, but not in (W2,W3,W4) as well as no edge in (W1,W2).
Take a triangle, R={v1, v3, v4} in (W1,W3,W4), and edges, e23 ∈ (W2,W3) and e24 ∈ (W2,W4). LetTA be the set
of T ∈T that contain a common neighbor of R. In order for this case to hold, no vertex inTA can contain a neighbor
of edges e23 or e24. We can see that approximately M/4 of the T ∈T\TA contain a member both of N1(e24) and of
N3(e24), and approximately M/4 contain a member both of N1(e23) and of N4(e23). Therefore, approximately M/2
vertices in V2(T\TA) can be put into U2 by using e23 or e24 to replace an edge. But then, such a V2 vertex can be
found which is also a neighbor of u1. Hence, an edge in (W1,W2) could be created—a contradiction.
Case 5. Edges in all pairs except (W1,W2) can be created, as well as triangles in triples (Wi,W3,W4), for i = 1, 2.
We will need two copies of each type of triangle to be in W. Let Ri and R′i be triangles in (Wi,W3,W4), for i = 1, 2.
Fact 5. No T ∈T can have both a neighbor of R1 and R2.
Proof. If there were such a T, then both R1 ∪V2(T ) and R2 ∪V1(T ) can replace T, creating a partial K4-factor of size
larger thanT. 
LetTA be the set of T ∈Twith V2(T ) adjacent to either R1 or R′1. LetTB be the set with V1(T ) adjacent to either
R2 or R
′
2. Fact 5 gives thatTA ∩TB = ∅. Of course, (V1(TA), V2(TB)) must be empty and because no (U1, U2)
edge can be created, bothTA andTB are of size approximately M/4.
Let us be given u1 ∈ U1, u2 ∈ U2. LetTC be the set of T ∈Twith Vi(T ) ∼ u1 if and only if i ∈ {2, 4} andTD be
the set of T ∈T with Vi(T ) ∼ u1 if and only if i ∈ {2, 3}. Fact 2 gives that the setsTA,TB ,TC andTD comprise
almost all ofT, have empty pairwise intersection and are of size approximately M/4.
Choose an arbitrary neighbor of u1 in V4(TA ∪TB). Call it x4. There are at least approximately M/4 common
neighbors of u1 and x4 in both V2(TC ∪TD) and V3(TA ∪TB).
But these neighborhoods must be pairwise sparse, otherwise we can ﬁnd x3 ∈ V3(TA ∪TB) and T ∈TC ∪TD
so that {u1, V2(T ), x3, x4} form a K4 and V1(T ) ∼ u2. At most two triangles in W can be exchanged for triangles that
contain x3 and x4. Then {u1, V2(T ), x3, x4} can replace T, producing the edge {V1(T ), u2} in (U1, U2). See Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Diagram of an example using u1 and x4. The vertical columns of vertices represent K4’s inT, but edges were suppressed.
Θ3X2 Θ4X2
Fig. 7. The graphs 3×2 and 4×2, respectively.
By virtue of the sparseness of those neighborhoods of {u1, x4}, and the fact that u1 is adjacent to almost all of
V3(TA ∪TB) gives that x4 is adjacent to almost all of V3(TC ∪TD).
But then x4 must be adjacent to almost none of V2(TD). Otherwise, there is a T ∈ TD with u2 ∼ V1(T ) and
u1, x4 ∼ V2(T ), V3(T ). So, a triangle in W could be exchanged for one that contains x4. Then, {u1, V2(T ), V3(T ), x4}
could be exchanged for T, creating the edge {V1(T ), u2} in (U1, U2).
Since u1 is adjacent to almost all of V4(TA ∪TB) and x4 was an arbitrary neighbor of u1 in this set, (V2(TD),
V4(TA ∪TB)) must be sparse, a contradiction because V4(TA ∪TB) is of size approximately M/2. 
2.2.2. Forming disjoint triangles
Sublemma 2.4 (Disjoint triangles). Let H be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4M vertices with minimum degree
( 34 − )M such that H is minimal and not in the extreme case. There exist constants a2, b2 and c2, with the following
property: IfT2 is a partial K4-factor, |T2|M − a2 and in V \V (T) there are 6c2 disjoint edges—c2 between each
pair of vertex classes—then we can ﬁnd a partial coveringT3, |T3\T2|b2, |T3| |T2| and V \V (T3) contains
12 disjoint triangles, such that three are in each triple of vertex classes.
Proof. In this proof our current partial K4-factor will always be denotedT even if it evolves. Our general procedure
is to utilize the edges we are given in W to modify T2 so that another partial K4-factor is created which is of size
|T2| but with some triangle in W. Continue, and there will be at least one triple (Wi,Wj ,Wk) with sufﬁciently many
triangles.
Use some of these triangles and some remaining edges to create sufﬁciently many triangles in each of the two triples.
Then we use those to ﬁnd sufﬁciently many in three triples. Finally, those are used to obtain three in each triple. For
notational simplicity, our partial K4-factor at any stage will be denotedT.
Note to the reader: The difﬁculty in this proof is to create the ﬁrst triangle—even given all types of edges. First,
these edges are used to create a small graph, 3×2 (Fig. 7) in some triple of vertex classes. Then this 3×2 is used to
create a larger graph 4×2 (Fig. 7), which spans all vertex classes. That structure is rich enough to allow us to create a
triangle. Creating the 3×2 seems most difﬁcult and results in a long exposition.
Step 1. Create a triangle in W.
Let eij ∈ (Wi,Wj ) be an edge for any distinct i, j ∈ [4]. Fact 3 gives that if k ∈ [4]\{i, j}, then Nk(eij ) is of size
approximately M/2 and for almost all T ∈T, Vk(T ) is adjacent to at least one endvertex of eij .
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We will show that either a triangle can be created or W can be made to contain a 4×2 subgraph. To do this, we will
ﬁrst create a 3×2.
Creating a 3×2: Let e12 = {y1, z2} with y1 ∈ W1 and z2 ∈ W2. We will denote by wi ∈ Wi endvertices of other
edges as given in the statement of the sublemma. At this stage, it will not matter to which edge the vertex wi is incident.
We look for either (1) a y3 and a z3 in the X3(w3) sets such that y3 ∼ z2 and z3 ∼ y1 or (2) a y4 and a z4 in the X4(w4)
sets such that y4 ∼ z2 and z4 ∼ y1.
If neither is possible, we say that H satisﬁes the failure condition. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality, that
we can perform exchanges so that such y3, z3 are in W3.
Given {y1, z2, y3, z3} as above, we try to ﬁnd either (1) both z1 ∈ X1(w1) and y2 ∈ X2(w2) with z1 ∼ y3 and
y2 ∼ z1, z3 or (2) a y4 and a z4 in the X4(w4) sets such that y4 ∼ z2, z3 and z4 ∼ y2, y3 and either a z1 or a y2.
If neither is possible, H again satisﬁes the failure condition. Otherwise, we have created a 3×2 with vertices in one
of the triples (Wi,Wj ,Wk).
Let us now examine the failure condition. In each instance, we have vertices in some Wi , labelled either yi or zi ,
such that if i = j , yi is adjacent to zj . So, in V (T), we can deﬁne “y” vertices to be those that are adjacent to all the
zi vertices in other vertex classes and “z” vertices to be those that are adjacent to all the yi vertices in the other vertex
classes. Fact 3 gives that almost all vertices are either “y” or “z” vertices or both.
Since the failure condition occurs, there are two values of i for which almost all of an Xi(wi) set consists of either
“y” or “z” vertices. It is easiest to assume the ﬁrst case. That is, that these values are i = 3 and 4 and there is an edge
{y1, z2} ∈ (W1,W2). The other cases are similar. In an effort to avoid repetition, we do not detail them, but we do note
that the additional yi and zi vertices add no more complication and, by permuting vertex classes, we see that the same
analysis applies in order to overcome the failure condition.
For i=3, 4, ﬁx w˜i ∈ Wi and deﬁne Xi := Xi(w˜i). We may also assume that almost all vertices in X3 are “y” vertices
(but not “z” vertices).
Fact 6. Let i ∈ {3, 4} and wi ∈ Wi . Almost all of X3(w3) are “y” vertices (but not “z” vertices) and almost all of
X4(w4) has the property that they are all either “y” or “z” vertices (but not both).
Proof. If X3(w3)\X3 is not almost empty, then we can exchange w3 for a “z” vertex, overcoming the failure condition.
Similarly for w4. 
Exchange a w3 for some y3 ∈ X3. We want to show that almost all of X4 must consist of “z” vertices. Suppose not
and exchange w4 ∈ X4 for y4 ∈ X4. So now W contains y1, z2, y3, y4 such that z2 ∼ yi for i = 1, 3, 4.
By Fact 6, z2 is adjacent to almost all of X3 and X4. Since a triangle in W is forbidden, (X3, X4) is almost empty. Fact
2 gives that approximately M/2 of the T ∈T has a member of X3 ∪ X4. Let {w3, w4} be an edge in (W3,W4). Facts
6 and 2 give that both w3 and w4 are adjacent to both V1(T ) and V2(T ) for approximately M/2 of the T ∈T—those
that contain a member of X3 or of X4. Hence there is such a T with V3(T ) a “z” vertex, allowing us to overcome the
failure condition.
So, we have that almost all of X4 are “z” vertices. Exchange a w4 for a z4. We now have that W contains a C4,
labelled {y1, z2, y3, z4}. We try to create another one. Just start with another edge in (W1,W2) and do exchanges to
create another C4 on vertices {y′1, z′2, y′3, z′4}. The ﬁrst C4 deﬁned some vertices to be “y” and “z” vertices. The second
C4 may reverse those deﬁnitions, so we need to create a third C4 to guarantee that two of them are consistent with their
“y” and “z” vertex deﬁnitions. So, without loss of generality, we can ensure that both {y1, z2, y3, z4} and {y′1, z′2, y′3, z′4}
form a C4 with y1 ∼ z2 ∼ y3 ∼ z4 ∼ y1 and similarly for the other C4.
We know that X3(y3)∩N(y′1) is almost empty because of Fact 6. We can use Fact 4 to arrive at the fact that almost
all ofT contain exactly one member of X1(y1)∪X2(z2)∪X3(y3)∪X4(z4). A little notation will allow us to work out
the rest of this case. LetTA be those that contain a member of X1(y1),TB those that contain a member of X2(z2),
TC those that contain a member of X3, andTD those that contain a member of X4. Recall that this is almost all of
T. Furthermore, for i ∈ [4], let
Ai := Vi(TA), Bi := Vi(TB), Ci := Vi(TC), Di := Vi(TD).
See Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. The adjacencies of y1, z2, y3, z4.
We will also relax adjacency notation. For example, y1 ∼ A2 will denote that y1 is adjacent to almost all of A2, and
y1 /∼ C3 to denote that y1 is nonadjacent to almost all of C3.
By deﬁnition, y1 ∼ A2, A3, A4, z2 ∼ B1, B3, B4, y3 ∼ C1, C2, C4 and z4 ∼ D1,D2,D3. Since almost all of
X3 =C3 are “y” vertices, z2, z4 ∼ C3 and y1 ∼ B3,D3. Since almost all of X4 =D4 are “z” vertices, y1, y3 ∼ D4 and
z2 ∼ A4, C4.
The adjacencies established above and Fact 2 give that y1 ∼ C2, C4, B2 and z2 ∼ D1,D3, A1. Because no triangle
can be created, z4 /∼ B2 giving, again via Fact 2 that z4 ∼ A2, C2, B1, B3, A1. Also, because no triangle can be created,
y3 /∼ A1 implying y3 ∼ B1,D1, A2, B2, A4.
We summarize the adjacencies above in Fig. 9 and use Fact 2 to conclude y3 ∼ B2, A2, A4 and z4 ∼ A1, B1, B3.
We will show that a z1 vertex can be created. Consider an edge {w1, w3} ∈ (W1,W3). According to Fact 6, w3 ∼
C1, C2, C4. Recall that y3 ∼ C1. If there are too many T ∈ TC with w1, w3 ∼ V2(T ), V4(T ), then we can ﬁnd one
such that y3 ∼ V1(T ). Then we could exchange {w1, w3} for {V1(T ), V3(T )}, allowing us to relabel V1(T ) as z1.
If such is not the case, then for almost all T ∈TC , w1 is either nonadjacent to V2(T ) or V4(T ). Fact 2 gives w1 ∼ C3.
So exchange y3 for yˆ3, a neighbor of w1, z2 and z4.
For simplicity, we can do a relabelling to ensure that W has y1, z1, z2, y3, z4, with {y1, z2, y3, z4} forming a C4 and
z1 ∼ y3. The adjacencies we have determined before still hold, but now we have z1 also. Recall y3 ∼ X4 = D4 and
y3 ∼ X2(z2) = B2. Since no triangle can be created, z1 /∼ B2,D4.
The minimum degree condition implies that z1 ∼ A2, A4. Recall y3 ∼ A2, A4. Thus, the edge {z1, y3} can be
exchanged for a {V1(T ), V3(T )} with V3(T ) a “z” vertex. Because we have our z3 vertex, the failure condition is
overcome.
As mentioned before, the other instances of the failure condition can be overcome in the same manner. Since the
failure condition can always be overcome, we can create our 3×2 in W.
Creating a 4×2: Without loss of generality, we may assume that we have two copies of 3×2, with vertex sets
{y1, z1, y2, z2, y3, z3} and {y′1, z′1, y′2, z′2, y′3, z′3} and the usual adjacencies. Fix some w˜4 ∈ W4 and deﬁne X4 :=
X4(w˜4). For any other w4 ∈ W4, Fact 6 implies that if XX4(w˜4) is not almost empty, a 4×2 can be placed into W.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that X4 consists of “y” (but not “z” vertices) deﬁned with respect to both
copies of 3×2. So, exchange some vertices to obtain {y1, z1, y2, z2, y3, z3, y4} and {y′1, z′1, y′2, z′2, y′3, z′3, y′4}.
We establish that X1(z1) can have almost no vertices adjacent to z2 or z3. If that were the case, then there is a
nontrivial proportion of T that contain a member of X1(z1) with either z2 ∼ V1(T ) or z3 ∼ V1(T ). Then y4 /∼ V1(T ),
otherwise z1 could be exchanged for V1(T ), creating a triangle involving y4 and either z2 or z3. Fact 3 allows us to
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conclude y4 ∼ V2(T ), V3(T ). Exchange the edge {z1, y4} for {V1(T ), V4(T )}. If V4(T ) is a “z” vertex, then labelling
it z′4 puts our 4×2 in W and we are ﬁnished with this part of the proof. Therefore, we may assume that V4(T ) is a “y”
vertex. By deﬁnition, z2, z3 ∼ V4(T ). But then our triangle has been created because it, say z2, is adjacent to V1(T ),
then {V1(T ), z2, V4(T )} is our triangle in W.
Applying these ideas to X2(z2) and X3(z3), we can use Fact 6 to see that almost all of
⋃3
i=1 Xi(zi) are “z” vertices.
DeﬁneTA to be those T ∈ T that contain some member of X1(z1),TB those that contain a member of X2(z2),
TC those that contain a member of X3(z3) andTD the others. Fact 2 then implies that z1, z2, z3 are nonadjacent to
almost all of V4(TD), hence almost all of that set are “z” vertices. The minimum degree condition and the fact that
almost none of
⋃3
i=1 Xi(zi) are “y” vertices, gives that almost all of
⋃3
i=1 Vi(TD) are “y” vertices.
We use Fact 2 to conclude that y4 is adjacent to at least two vertices of almost all T ∈T. In that case, without loss
of generality, we may suppose that there is a T ∈TD with z1, y4 ∼ V2(T ), V3(T ) and V4(T ) is a “z” vertex. Hence,
relabelling V4(T ) as z′4 gives our 4×2.
Creating the triangle: Label our 4×2 with vertices yi, zi ∈ Wi for i ∈ [4] with the usual adjacencies. Fact 3 gives
that for each edge in 4×2, almost all vertices in either of the other vertex classes is adjacent to at least one endvertex
almost all T ∈T contain either zero, one or two neighbors of that edge.
Consider the T ∈T that have the property that for every edge e in the 4×2, each vertex of T in the remaining two
vertex classes has at least one neighbor among the endvertices of e. Let T′ be the set of these T’s for which each e
in the 4×2 has exactly one common neighbor in T. LetT′′ be the set of these T’s for which e in the 4×2 has two
common neighbors of T. (By Fact 3,T′ ∪T′′ is almost all ofT.)
Let {v1, v2, v3, v4} = T ∈T′. First, without loss of generality, we may assume that z4 /∼ v1. Since v1 is adjacent to
at least one endvertex, y2, y3 ∼ z4. Because each edge has at least one neighbor in T, both y3, z4 ∼ v2 and y2, z4 ∼ v3.
We have that y2 /∼ v4; otherwise, y2 could be exchanged for v2, a neighbor of both y3 and z4, putting a triangle in
W. But y2 /∼ v4 gives that z1, z3 ∼ v4. Because each edge has a neighbor, z1, y2 ∼ v3 and z3 ∼ v1.
Finally, we have z1 /∼ v2; otherwise, z1 could be exchanged for v1, a neighbor of both y2 and z3. Because each edge
has a neighbor, y3 ∼ v4. But now, y3 can be exchanged for v3, a neighbor of both z1 and y2—our triangle in W.
Hence,T′ is empty. Therefore, the setT′′ comprises almost all ofT.
If {v1, v2, v3, v4} = T ∈T′′ has two neighbors of {y1, z2}, then neither v1 nor v2 cannot be neighbors of an edge in
the4×2. Let Yi ⊆ Vi(T′′) be the vertices that are nonadjacent to an edge in the4×2. Each vertex in Yi can be placed
into Wi by exchanging it (and another vertex in that T) for an edge in 4×2. Each Yi is, thus, of size approximately
M/2.
So, (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4) cannot contain a triangle and Proposition 1.4 gives that H must contain a subgraph that is
approximately 3×2(M/4) in each triple (Yi, Yj , Yk). Since the sparse pairs must either coincide or be disjoint, the
quadruple (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4) must be approximately 4×2(M/4)—the extreme case.
Step 2. Given one type of triangle in W, create another.
We will use disjoint edges in W and a triangle in one triple to create a triangle in another triple. The procedure below
shows that if W contains two triangles in the same triple, we can perform an exchange so that W contains a triangle in
each of two different triples.
Without loss of generality, suppose R1 is a triangle in (W2,W3,W4). LetTA be the T ∈T for which each vertex
of R1 is adjacent to V1(T ). For i = 2, 3, 4, let e1i be an edge in (W1,Wi) (vertex-disjoint from each other and from
R1). If, for some value of i, e1i has a neighbor in V (TA), our new triangle could be created by exchanging R1 for a
triangle that contains that neighbor.
So, the neighborhoods of e1i are outside ofTA. DeﬁneTB to be the T ∈T such that T has two neighbors of e12,
TC those with two neighbors of e13 andTD those with two neighbors of e14. These sets are pairwise disjoint. To see
this, suppose, for example, T ∈ TB ∩TC , then e12 could be exchanged for {V1(T ), V2(T )}, with V2(T ) a neighbor
of e13.
The minimum degree condition gives thatTA ∪TB ∪TC ∪TD comprise almost all ofT. Now consider an edge
e23 ∈ (W2,W3). There is a neighbor of e23 in V1(TB ∪TC ∪TD). So, one of the e1i edges can be exchanged so that
a neighbor of e23 can be placed into W1, creating a triangle in (W1,W2,W3).
Step 3. Given two types of triangles in W, create another.
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Without loss of generality, suppose R1 is a triangle in (W2,W3,W4) and R2 is a triangle in (W1,W3,W4). Deﬁne
TA to be the T ∈ T with a neighbor of R1 and TB those with a neighbor of R2. The families TA and TB are
disjoint; otherwise, R1 could be exchanged with a triangle that contains a neighbor of R2, increasing the size of the
partial K4-factor.
Let e12 be an edge in (W1,W2). If e12 has a neighbor in V (TA ∪ TB), our new triangle could be created by
exchanging either R1 or R2 for a triangle that contains that neighbor.
LetTC be the T ∈T that contain both neighbors of e12. The minimum degree condition gives thatTA∪TB ∪TC
comprise almost all ofT. Now consider an edge e23 ∈ (W2,W3). There is a neighbor of e23 in V1(TB ∪TC). So,
either R2 or e12 can be exchanged so that a neighbor of e23 can be placed into W1, creating a triangle in (W1,W2,W3).
Step 4. Given three types of triangles in W, create the last.
Without loss of generality, suppose R1 is a triangle in (W2,W3,W4), R2 a triangle in (W1,W3,W4) and R3 a triangle
in (W1,W2,W4). DeﬁneTA to be the T ∈T with a neighbor of R1,TB those with a neighbor of R2 andTC those
with a neighbor of R3. Again,TA,TB andTC are pairwise disjoint. Let i < j ∈ [3] and eij be an edge in (Wi,Wj ).
LetTD denote the T ∈ T which contain a member of N1(e23), N2(e13) and N3(e12). We have thatTA ∪TB ∪
TC ∪TD comprises almost all ofT. To see this, ﬁrst observe that none of the four subfamilies can have a pairwise
intersection without being able to exchange a triangle for either a K4 or a (W1,W2,W3) triangle. Also, N1(e23)—a
set of size approximately M/2—can have no member in V1(TB ∪TC). Similarly for N2(e13) and N3(e12). Thus,
TA ∪TB ∪TC ∪TD is almost all ofT.
If it were the case that T ∈TD contains a member of N4(e23), then e23 could be exchanged for {V2(T ), V3(T )}. This
action actually creates two triangles in (W1,W2,W3). Thus, e23 has at least M/2 neighbors in V4(TA∪TB ∪TC). Fix
T ∈TD and ﬁnd a common neighbor of not only both endvertices of e23 but also V1(T ) in the set V4(TA∪TB ∪TC).
Exchange an Ri , i ∈ [3], for another triangle which contains this common neighbor. What results is that this vertex
and e23 form a triangle, R′1 ∈ (W2,W3,W4) with one of its neighbors being V1(T ).
So, V1(T ) and R′1 form a K4 which can replace T. This puts both V2(T ) and V3(T ) into W, again creating two
triangles in (W1,W2,W3). 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
As usual, there is a sequence of constants:
>1>>d1>2>0>.
Begin with G = (V1, V2, V3, V4;E), a balanced quadripartite graph on 4N vertices with each vertex adjacent to at
least ( 34 − )N vertices in each of the other classes. Deﬁne the extreme case to be the case where G has four sets of size
N/4 with pairwise density at most . Apply the Degree Form of the Regularity Lemma, with d1 and 1, to partition
each of the vertex classes into  + a0 + 1 clusters. (The constant a0 will come from Lemma 2.2.) Let us deﬁne G′r to
be the reduced graph deﬁned by the lemma. It may be necessary to place clusters into the exceptional sets (the sets
of vertices in each vertex class that make up the V0 in the Regularity Lemma) to ensure that  is divisible by 4. It is
important to observe that in the proof, the exceptional sets will increase in size, but will always remain of size O(1N).
For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, there exist Vi = V (0)i + V (1)i + · · · + V (+a0)i and |V (j)i | = L1N, ∀i, ∀j1. The reduced
graph G′r has the condition that every cluster is adjacent to at least ( 34 − 2)(+ a0) clusters in each of the other vertex
classes. Apply Lemma 2.2 repeatedly to G′r with M = + a0 to get a decomposition of G′r into  vertex-disjoint K4’s.
If this is not possible, then Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.5 imply that G is in the extreme case.
Proposition 2.5. If a reduced graph Gr has two sets of size /4 and have density less
than 0, then some vertices can be added to the underlying graph induced by those clusters so that it is two sets
of size N/4 and have density less than .
Call these super-K4’s S(1), S(2), . . . , S(). We put the vertices in the remaining clusters into the appropriate leftover
set. Let the reduced graph involving the clusters of S(1), S(2), . . . , S() be denoted Gr . By Proposition 2.6, at most
31L′ vertices can be removed from each cluster to obtain (1/31 , d
1/3
1 )-super-regular pairs in the partial K4-factor in
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Fig. 10. y is reachable from vertex x. T3 is highlighted.
Gr . Furthermore, Proposition 2.7 guarantees that any edge in Gr must still correspond to an 1/31 -regular pair of density
at least d21 .




, be three -regular pairs with density at least d and
|S′i | = L′ for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Some vertices can be removed from each S′i to create S1, S2, S3 and S4 that form three
pairwise (2, d − 4)-super-regular sets of size L(1 − 3)L′.
Proposition 2.7. Let |X| = |Y |, X′ ⊆ X, Y ′ ⊆ Y , |X′| = |Y ′| with |X′|> |X|. If (X, Y ) is -regular, then (X′, Y ′) is
max{((|X|/|X′|)), 2}-regular.
One cluster y is reachable from another, x, if there is a chain of super-K4’s, T1, . . . , T2k (k ∈ {1, 2}) with x an
endpoint of T1, and y an endpoint of T2k with the condition that T2i+1 and T2i+2 (i = 0, . . . , k − 1) share a common
triangle and T2i and T2i+1 (i = 1, . . . , k − 1) share only one common vertex. See Fig. 10.
Fix one super-regular super-K4, S(1). The set of all such copies of K4 that connects some cluster to a cluster of S(1)
is a structure. We would like to show that each cluster in Gr and Vi is reachable from the cluster that is S(1)∩Vi . If this
is not possible, then the Reachability Lemma (Lemma 2.8) and Proposition 2.5 imply that G must be in the extreme
case.
Lemma 2.8 (Reachability Lemma). In the reduced graphGr , all clusters are reachable from other clusters in the same
class, unless some edges can be deleted from Gr so that the resulting graph obeys the minimum degree condition, but
is 0-approximately 4×4(/4). Moreover this structure uses four K4’s; i.e., k = 2 in the deﬁnition.
So, suppose that every cluster is reachable from the appropriate cluster of S(1). Consider some cluster y and the
structure that connects it to x. This structure contains clusters from at most 8 of the S(i), not including S(1) itself. For
any such structure, T1, . . . , T2k , ﬁnd a0 real copies of K4 in each of the Ti , for i odd. Note that if some super-K4, T, is
in more than one structure, then there exist a0 real copies of K4 for each time that T occurs in a structure. Do this for all
possible structures, ensuring that these real copies of K4 are mutually disjoint and color these red, so as to distinguish
them. No cluster can possibly contain more than r = 4a0 red vertices. Thus, there are still L − r uncolored vertices
in each cluster, but L[1 − O(1)]N/, which goes to inﬁnity as N → ∞, but r is a constant. Proposition 2.9 gives
that ﬁnding these red copies of K4 is easy.
Proposition 2.9. Let (X1, X2, X3, X4) be a quadruple with |Xi | =L for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and each pair is -regular with
density d > 4. Then, there exist (1 − 3)L disjoint real K4’s in the graph induced by (X1, X2, X3, X4).
This process of creating red K4’s may result in an unequal number of red vertices in the clusters of some of the
S(i)’s. Let si denote the maximum number of red vertices in any one class of S(i). Pick a set of uncolored vertices of
size L − si in each class of S(i). Proposition 2.7 gives that the pairs of S(i) are (′, ′)-super-regular for some ′ and
′. Then, apply the Blow-up Lemma to get L − si disjoint copies of K4 among the uncolored vertices of S(i). Color
these copies of K4 blue.
Now, place the remaining uncolored vertices into the leftover sets. Apply the Almost-covering Lemma (Lemma 2.2)
to the nonred vertices of G. Each time this is applied, we may end up utilizing vertices from at most b0 of the blue copies
of K4 in order to create our larger covering. So, suppose that, at some point, there are less than (1 − d41 )L + a0 + b0
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vertices remaining in some S(i), then we still apply the Almost-covering Lemma, but this time exclude vertices in the
blue copies of K4 of S(i) as well as red vertices.
Since we began with a cover of all but 42/31 N of the vertices covered by some K4-factor, we will only apply the
Almost-covering Lemma at most 2/31 N times. So, the number of S(i) for which the Almost-covering Lemma will





Color green any new copies of K4 formed by using the Almost-covering Lemma (Lemma 2.2). There are at most
4a0 uncolored vertices that remain after we are ﬁnished. Let x1 ∈ V1 be an uncolored vertex. We will show how to
insert this vertex; inserting the other vertices is similar.
The vertex x1 has degree at least 2d41L in at least (
3
4 −) of the clusters in V2, V3 and V4. So, choose some S(i) where
x1 is adjacent to at least 2d41L vertices in the V2, V3 and V4 clusters of S(i). Color x1 blue. Now look at the structure that
connects S(i) to S(1), and call the K4’s in this structure T1, . . . , T2k . Find a K4 between the blue vertices of T2k . Color
the edges and vertices of this K4 red. Next take one of the red K4’s from T2k−1, uncolor its edges and color its vertices
blue. Continue in the same manner, adding a red K4 to T2
 and removing one from T2
−1 for 
 = k, k − 1, . . . , 1.
At the end of this process, the same number of blue vertices are in each cluster of each S(j), except for one extra in
V (S(1)) ∩ V1.
Apply the same procedure to uncolored vertices in V2, V3 and V4. Now, the same number of blue vertices are in
each S(j), including S(1), which now has 4a0 more blue vertices in each class than before inserting the extra vertices.
Finally, apply the Blow-up Lemma (the pairs are (21/31 , d41 )-super-regular) to the blue vertices in each of the S(j)’s to
create vertex-disjoint blue copies of K4 that involve all of the blue vertices. So, the red, green and blue copies of K4
are vertex-disjoint and cover all vertices of G.
2.4. Proofs of propositions
Proof of Proposition 2.5. This is immediate from the fact that the density of any pair of clusters nonadjacent in Gr
is at most d1 + 21 and from the fact that 0>. 
The proof of a tripartite version of Proposition 2.6 appears in [8]. The proof of Proposition 2.6 follows the same
reasoning. A proof of Proposition 2.7 is straightforward and left to the reader.
Proof of Proposition 2.9. We apply Proposition 2.6 to the quadruple (X1, X2, X3, X4) to get a quadruple (X′1, X′2, X′3,
X′4) such that each pair is (2, d−4) super-regular each on L∗(1−3)L vertices. We then apply the Blow-up Lemma
to (X′1, X′2, X′3, X′4) getting our L∗ vertex-disjoint triangles. 
2.5. Proof of the Reachability Lemma (Lemma 2.8)
Let us be given constants
2>>0.
In order to prove the lemma, we distinguish two K4’s, call them S(1) = {x1(1), x2(1), x3(1), x4(1)} and S() =
{x1(), x2(), x3(), x4()} and suppose x1() is not reachable from x1(1). We will show that edges can be deleted
from Gr so that the minimum degree condition holds and the resulting graph is 0-approximately 4×4(/4). Every
cluster is adjacent to at least ( 34 − 2) clusters in each of the other classes. Let
Ai,1 := [N(x1())\N(x1(1))] ∩ Vi
Ai,4 := [N(x1(1))\N(x1())] ∩ Vi, i = 2, 3, 4,
Bi := Vi\(Ai,1 ∪ Ai,4).
Observe that |Ai,1|, |Ai,4|( 14 + 2) for i = 2, 3, 4. Since we assume nonreachability, we may assume |Ai,1|, |Ai,4|
( 14 − 32). See Fig. 11.











Fig. 11. The decomposition of the graph Gr .
If there is an triangle in (B2, B3, B4), then x1() must be reachable from x1(1) via a chain of only two K4’s. Thus,
Proposition 1.4 gives that we can let Bi = Ai,2 ∪ Ai,3 for i = 2, 3, 4 where (A2,j , A3,j , A4,j ) is pairwise sparse for
j = 2, 3. Combining the information, it must be true that |Ai,j | = /4 + O(2) for i ∈ {2, 3, 4} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Deﬁne the sets A1,1 and A1,4 by ﬁrst letting
A1,1 ∪ A1,4 :=
{
v ∈ V1 : ∃{i, i′} ∈






Suppose v ∈ A1,1∪A1,4. Suppose further that there are two triples—{i, i′, i′′} and {k, k′, k′′}—such that v is adjacent
to at least 2 in each of Ai,2, Ai′,3, Ak,2 and Ak′,3 and is adjacent to at least 1/2 in both Ai′′,1 and Ak′′,4. There is a
triangle in (Ai,2, Ai′,3, Ai′′,1) to which both x1(1) and v are adjacent. Also, there is a triangle in (Ak,2, Ak′,3, Ak′′,4) to
which both v and x1() are adjacent. This makes x1() reachable from x1(1) by a chain of four K4’s.
We note that v cannot have low degree in more than one Ai,j in the same vertex class. That would violate the
minimum degree condition. Therefore, it must be the case that v either is adjacent to less than 1/2 vertices in A2,4,
A3,4 and A4,4 (call these vertices A1,1) or is adjacent to less than 1/2 vertices in A2,1, A3,1 and A4,1 (call these
vertices A1,4). This gives that d(A1,1, Ai,4)<1/3 and d(A1,4, Ai,1)<1/3 for i = 2, 3, 4.
Because of the minimum degree condition, |A1,1|, |A1,4|</4 + O(2). Deﬁne A1,2 to be those vertices adjacent
to less than 2 vertices in A2,2, A3,2 and A4,2. Deﬁne A1,3 to be those vertices adjacent to less than 2 vertices
in A2,3, A3,3 and A4,3. It must be true that V1 = A1,1 ∪ A1,2 ∪ A1,3 ∪ A1,4 with all sets being disjoint, because the
deﬁnition of A1,1 ∪ A1,4 gives that all vertices not in those sets must be in A1,2 ∪ A1,3.
Because |A1,1|, |A1,4|</4 + O(2), either A1,2 or A1,3 is of size at least /4 − O(2). Suppose it is A1,2. Thus,
(A1,2, A2,2, A3,2, A4,2) is a pairwise sparse quadruple, guaranteeing that Gr is in the extreme case.
3. The extreme quadripartite theorem
3.1. Statement of the theorem
Theorem 2.1 leaves the extreme case. The theorem required to prove the extreme case should be obvious, but we
write Theorem 3.1 formally below.
Theorem 3.1. Given >1, let G = (V1, V2, V3, V4;E) be a balanced quadripartite graph on 4N vertices such that
each vertex is adjacent to at least ( 34 )N vertices in each of the other classes. Furthermore, let G have four sets with
size N/4 and pairwise density at most . Then, if N is large enough, G has a perfect K4-factor.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1
We will assume that G is minimal. That is, no edge of G can be deleted so that the minimum degree condition still
holds. We will have the usual sequence of constants:
>>′>>− 78
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for some , 78 < < 1. We will let t := N/4 and suppose that N is divisible by 4. The case where N is not divisible by
4 comes as a corollary and the proof is detailed in Section 4.
Let the sets of size t mentioned in the theorem be designated Ai , with Ai ⊂ Vi and let Bi := Vi\Ai for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, let A′i be the vertices that are adjacent to at least (2 + )t vertices in Bj for each j = i. Let B ′i
be the vertices that are adjacent to at least ( 13 )(2 + )t vertices in Aj for each j = i. Finally, let C′i = Vi\(A′i ∪B ′i ) for
i=1, 2, 3, 4. The key feature of a c ∈ C′i is that there is a j = i such that c is adjacent to at least (1−)t vertices in Aj .
Proposition 3.2 comes from the fact that >>1 −  which the reader can verify via a straightforward computation.
Proposition 3.2. For all i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
|A′i | ∈ ((1 − )t, (1 + )t),
|B ′i | ∈ ((3 − )t, (3 + )t).
Furthermore, |Ai\A′i |, |Bi\B ′i |t , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The sets A′i consist of the typical vertices of Ai and similarly for B ′i of Bi . Proposition 3.2 ensures for us that most
vertices in Ai and in Bi are typical vertices.
Our key lemma for Theorem 3.1 is Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.3. Let >>′>′>− 78 for some constant > 78 . Let G = (V1, V2, V3, V4;E) be a balanced quadri-
partite graph on 4M vertices with each vertex adjacent to at least ( 34 − )M vertices in each of the other vertex classes.
Suppose further that we have setsAi of size -approximatelyM/4 such that for all a ∈ Ai , degVj \Aj (a)(2+)(M/4)




and let each v ∈ Vi\Ai have the property that there is
a j = i such that degAj (v)(1 − − )(M/4). If G is minimal and has no perfect K4-factor then either
1. |A1| + |A2| + |A3| + |A4|>M ,
2. G has two quadruples, (A1,1, A2,1, A3,1, A4,2) and (A1,2, A2,2, A3,2, A4,2) such that all sets have size M/4 and
every pair in a quadruple has density at most ′, or




except for the pairs
(A1,2, A2,2), (A3,3, A4,3), (A1,4, A2,4) and (A3,4, A4,4).
If |A′1| + |A′2| + |A′3| + |A′4|4t , then apply Lemma 3.3 to G. Thus, G can be covered with K4’s unless G is either
in Case 2 (Section 3.3) or in Case 3 (Section 3.4) as prescribed by Lemma 3.3. (The ′ given in the lemma is  here.)
If |A′1| + |A′2| + |A′3| + |A′4|> 4t , then we want to create a matching of size |A′1| + |A′2| + |A′3| + |A′4| − 4t
in (A′1, A′2, A′3, A′4). Note |A′1| + · · · + |A′4|4(1 + )t . After ﬁnding the matching, ﬁnd common neighbors in
(B ′1 ∪ C′1, B ′2 ∪ C′2, B ′3 ∪ C′3, B ′4 ∪ C′4).
Remove those K4’s from G to create G′ so that
∑4
i=1 |A′i ∩V (G′)|= |V (G′)∩Vj |, for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Apply Lemma
3.3 to G′ and we have that G′ has a perfect K4-factor unless G is either in Case 2 (Section 3.3) or in Case 3 (Section
3.4) with density parameter 1/3.
It is easy to verify that the union of maximum-sized matchings in (A′1, A′2) and in (A′3, A′4) will do the job. Let
e ∈ (A′1, A′2) be an edge in this matching. Each endvertex of e is adjacent to at least (2 + )t vertices in both B3 and
B4. It is easy to ﬁnd an edge in N(e) ∩ B3 and N(e) ∩ B4. Create these copies of K4 sequentially so that they are
disjoint and we have created G′. We will proceed as if G=G′ unless we end up in Sections 3.3.3 or 3.3.4. Then, these
adjustments are not useful and we must make new ones.
3.3. G has two pairwise sparse quadruples (Case 2 of Lemma 3.3)
The two pairwise sparse quadruples are denoted as in Case 2 of Lemma 3.3. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, let
A′i,j = {v ∈ Vi : degAk,j (v)< 1/3t,∀k = i} and let D′i = Vi\(A′i,1 ∪ A′i,2) and B ′i = {v ∈ Vi : degAk,j (v)> t,∀k =
i,∀j ∈ {1, 2}}. Observe that |Ai,j\A′i,j |, |D′i\B ′i |1/4t for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2.


































Fig. 12. The dots in each part labelled (3, 1) form an example of a copy of K4.
As in the discussion in the paragraph before this section, we can ﬁnd a matching of size max{|A′i,j | − t, 0} +
max{|A′i+1,j | − t, 0} in (A′i,j , A′i+1,j ) for all i ∈ {1, 3} and j ∈ {1, 2}. Color the edges of this matching red and move
one of the vertices in A′i,j to either A′i,3−j or D′i so that sets A′′i,j , A′′i,3−j and D′′i are formed so that |A′′i,j | t for all
i ∈ [4] and j ∈ [2].
Now suppose, for example, |A′′1,1|< t . Look for a triangle in any triple (B ′′1 , B ′′i , B ′′j ) for distinct i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}. If
these are not possible, then Proposition 1.4 gives that each such triple is (1/5, 1/6)-approximately 3×2(t). The fact
that the sparse pairs must either coincide or be disjoint implies that these three 3×2(t) must form a subgraph that is
(1/7, 1/8)-approximately 4×2(t), giving that G is 1/9-approximately 4×4(t)—Section 3.3.4.
If this triangle is found, color it red and add its vertex in B ′′1 to A′′1,1 and the other vertices to the respective D′′i \B ′′i .
Once this is done, we have sets A˜i,j of size t for all i ∈ [4] and j ∈ [2]—the sets formed by adding vertices to the sets
A′′i,j . Let D˜i = Vi\(A˜i,1 ∪ A˜i,2) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
3.3.1. Randomly splitting the D˜i sets
We will partition each set A˜i,j uniformly at random into three pieces of size t/3 and each D˜i uniformly at random
into six pieces of size t/3. (If t is not divisible by three, then just take copies of K4 from the uncolored vertices of some
(A˜i,1, A˜i+1,2, D˜i+2, D˜i+3) where all subscripts are modulo 4, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We will be able to complete this unless
G is in the case of Section 3.3.3 or 3.3.4.)
Each of these pieces will receive a label (i1, i2) with i1 and i2 distinct members of [4]. The copies of K4 will have
vertices from pieces with the same label. See Fig. 12 to see an example of how this will occur. Each K4 in pieces
labelled (i1, i2) will have one vertex from A˜i1,1 and another from A˜i2,2. The others will come from the other D˜ sets.
The red vertices, however, can only be in certain partitions. Suppose that a red triangle is in (A˜i1,1, D˜i3 , D˜i4) or
(A˜i2,2, D˜i3 , D˜i4) with i1, i2, i3, i4 distinct members of [4], then its vertices must be in pieces labelled (i1, i2). Similarly,
red edges must have their respective endvertices labelled properly. To do this, suppose that a red vertex in A˜1,1 should
be labelled (1, 2) and it is not. Then exchange it with an uncolored vertex in A˜1,1 labelled (1, 2) and color that vertex
red. If we need to exchange vertices in D˜i , then be sure that the vertices that are exchanged come from B ′i .
Finally, we deal with the vertices that are in each D˜i\B ′′i . Suppose, by way of example, v ∈ D˜1\B ′′1 . Then there are
distinct {i1, i2} ∈ {2, 3, 4} such that v is adjacent to at least 2t vertices in both Ai1,1 and Ai2,2. So, color v red and
exchange it with a B ′′1 vertex in the piece labelled (i1, i2).
There are at most 1/5t red vertices in any randomly chosen piece. The red vertex of any red triangle or edge must
be adjacent to at least t/3 vertices in each of the other pieces with the same label. For example, if {v2, v1} is a red
edge with v1 ∈ D˜1, v2 ∈ A˜1,2 and each in a piece labelled (2, 4), then we look for adjacent common neighbors of v1
and v2 in the piece of A˜2,4 and of D˜3 labelled (2, 4). We can do this so that the red vertices are in disjoint copies of K4.
What remains is to ﬁnd disjoint copies of K4 among the uncolored vertices in each piece with the same label. Suppose
that we consider the pieces of D˜1 and D˜2 labelled (3, 4). If there is not a perfect matching between these vertices, then
the minimum degree is at least ( 12 −1/6)(t/3) (there are O(1/5t) vertices that are either colored or moved in exchange
for a colored vertex). König–Hall implies that there are sets of size 1/6-approximately t/6 that have no edges between
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them. Because these sets were chosen at random (and a small number of vertices moved in and out), and G is minimal,
(D˜1, D˜2) is 1/7-approximately 2×2(t). So, let us suppose that this is not the case for one pair, say (D˜3, D˜4), is not
1/7-approximately 2×2(t).
We ﬁrst look at the pieces of D˜1 and D˜2 that have the label (3, 4). If there is not a perfect matching among the
uncolored vertices, then (D˜1, D˜2) is 1/7-approximately 2×2(t). So, we can exchange O(1/6t) uncolored vertices
from other pieces of D˜1 or D˜2 (except those with label (4, 3)) so that a perfect matching can be created. Color the edges
of this matching blue. Repeat the process with the pieces that have the label (4, 3). In each of the pieces in (D˜i, D˜j ) for
i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}, try to ﬁnd a perfect matching among the remaining uncolored vertices. If this is not possible,
exchange O(1/6t) vertices with some in D˜j labelled (1, 2) in order to complete the matching. Color the edges of the
matchings blue. Finally, after matching the green vertices with neighbors, it is possible to ﬁnd a matching among the
remaining vertices because we assumed (D˜3, D˜4)is not 1/7-approximately 2×2(t).
To ﬁnish, consider the blue edges in the pieces of the “D˜” sets that are labelled (i, j). If we construct a tripartite
auxiliary graph with V1 the uncolored vertices of A˜i,1 and V2 the uncolored vertices of A˜j,2 and V3 the blue edges.
Adjacency between V1 and V2 is the same as in G and a member of V3 is adjacent to a v ∈ V1 ∪ V2 if v is a common
neighbor of the endvertices of that blue edge. Proposition 1.3 gives a covering of this auxiliary graph by triangles, which
corresponds to a covering of the vertices labelled (i, j) by copies of K4. So, we may assume that all pairs (D˜i, D˜j ) are
1/7-approximately 2×2(t).
3.3.2. Showing that sparse pairs in the D˜i must coincide
Suppose that, without loss of generality, the pairs (D˜2, D˜4) and (D˜3, D˜4) have the following property: Any t-sets
S2 ⊂ D˜4 and S3 ⊂ D˜4 such that Si is a set that deﬁnes (D˜i, D˜4) to be approximately 2×2(t) have |S2 ∩ S3|21/9t .
Again, divide each D˜i into equally sized pieces of size t/3. Do the exchanges as in Section 3.3.1 with the red vertices
and place them into disjoint K4’s. For any pair not labelled
(1, 3) (3, 1) (1, 2) (2, 1) (6)
in some (D˜i, D˜j ) the perfect blue matching will be created as in Section 3.3.1, but by exchanging vertices that have
one of the labels in (6). In any pair (D˜i, D˜4) with i ∈ {2, 3}, the pair of pieces with some label in (6) have at most
O(1/7t) red vertices.
Consider the bipartite graph formed by the uncolored vertices in (D˜2, D˜4) with label (1, 3). If there is no perfect
matching, then there is an X in D˜4 with |X|> |N(X)| and possibly a counterpart X′ among the vertices in D˜4 labelled
(1, 2).
Because of our assumption, we can exchange vertices in S without increasing the size of X′. That is, there are at
least 1/9t vertices in X that are adjacent to at least 1/8t vertices in D˜3\N(X′) labelled (1, 2) and similarly for X′. So
make the exchanges to make X of size |N(X)| and then, if necessary, do the same with X′.
The result is that the t-sets that deﬁne the approximate2×2(t) pairs must coincide to within a tolerance of O(1/9t).
A quick case analysis gives that, up to isomorphism, G is ′-approximately one of either 4(t), 4(t) or 4×4(t).
These are described in Section 1.2 and diagrammed in Fig. 13. We prove the case where G is ′-approximately 4(t)
or 4(t) in Section 3.3.3 and the case where G is ′-approximately 4×4(t) in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.3. G is ′-approximately 4(N/4) or 4(N/4)
Let the t-sets that deﬁne G to be approximately 1(t) or 4(t) be denoted Aij so that if H is either 4 or 4,
respectively, with vertices labelled as in Fig. 13, then hi1,j1 /∼ hi2,j2 if and only if (Ai1,j1 , Ai2,j2) is sparse.
The sets Aij will be modiﬁed to create sets A˜ij and every K4 in the cover will have its vertices receive some
label (i1, i2; k). Any K4 in the cover with all of its vertices labelled (i1, i2; k) will have its vertices in the quadruple
(A˜i1,1, A˜i2,2, A˜i3,k, A˜i4,), where {i1, i2, i3, i4} = [4], i3 < i4, k,  ∈ {3, 4} and hi3,k ∼ hi4,.
For i, j ∈ [4], deﬁne A′i,j ⊂ Vi to be vertices “typical” of Aij . That is, for hi1,j1 /∼ hi2,j2 each vertex in A′i1,j1 is
adjacent to less than t vertices in Ai2,j2 . For i ∈ [4], let C′i = Vi\(
⋃4
j=1 A′ij ).
Clearly |Aij\A′ij |<(′)1/2t . If |A′11|> t , proceed as done earlier in Section 3.3, creating a matching of size |A′11|−
t + max{|A′21| − t, 0}, coloring the edges red. Take |A′11| − t of the red edges and add the V1 vertices to A′12, A′13, A′14,
ensuring that the resulting sets do not become of size larger than t. Do the same for all A′ij , i ∈ [4], j ∈ [2].
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Fig. 13. The solid lines correspond to non-edges. The vertex hij is in the ith row and j th column.
If |A′12|< t , consider any v ∈ A′13 ∪ A′14. Since both h13 and h14 are in a triangle in H, say {h13, h24, h33}, v can
“behave” like a (4, 1; 3) vertex in A′12. That is, v can easily be placed into many copies of K4 with vertices labelled
(4, 1; 3). So, add vertices from A′13 ∪ A′14 to A′12 so that the resulting A′12 is of size t and what remains of A′13 ∪ A′14
is of size at most 2t . Do the same for all A′ij , i ∈ [4], j ∈ [2] with |A′ij |< t . Color the moved vertices red.
Finally, we want to show that the members of C′i can behave like vertices in both A′i,3 and A′i,4. Fix c ∈ C′1, c can
be adjacent to less than t vertices in only one set Aij , i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, j ∈ [4] but not so that it could have been placed
in any A′1j . It is easy to see that there is an {i1, i2, i3} = {2, 3, 4} so that c is adjacent to at least t vertices in each of
Ai1,1, Ai2,2 and Ai3,k where h13 ∼ hi3,k . So c could be added to A′13 with label (i1, i2; k). Similarly, c could be added
to A′14, requiring a different label. Add members of C′i to sets A′ij (j ∈ {3, 4}) of size less than t. Color them green.
What results from the red and green adjustments are sets A′′ij where |A′′i1| = |A′′i2| = t . Unfortunately, it is possible
for |A′′i3|> t or |A′′i4|> t .
To see how we can get sets, each of size t, consider A′′13, A′′14, A′′33 and A′′34 and suppose |A′′13|> t is the largest of
these. We can easily ﬁnd a matching of size |A′′13| − |A′′33| between the uncolored vertices of (A′′13, A′′34), which is a
sparse pair. This results from the fact that every vertex in A′′34 is adjacent to no less than |A′′13| − t vertices in A′′13 but
each vertex in A′′13 is adjacent to no more than t/2 vertices in A′′34. Color the edges of that matching blue.
If |A′′33| t , take t −|A′′33| of these edges, add their V3 vertices to A′′33 and add the V1 vertices of the remaining edges
to A′′14. If |A′′33|> t take all of the blue edges and add their V1 vertices to A′′14 and make |A′′33| − t disjoint blue edges
among the uncolored vertices in the dense pair (A′′13, A′′33) and add them to A′′14 and A′′34. The vertices of these blue
edges could be labelled (2, 4; 3) or (2, 4; 4), as appropriate. Do the same operation for the sets A′′23, A′′24, A′′43 and A′′44.
The result is sets A˜ij of size exactly t.
Since H can be covered with K4’s, it is easy to ﬁnd copies of K4 among the uncolored vertices so that t − 6t/6 of
them have a vertex in Aij , ∀i, j ∈ [4]. Then, in a manner similar to Section 3.3.2, split each A˜ij into six equally sized
pieces, labelling each one with some label (i1, i2; k) as appropriate. Exchange the red, green and blue vertices. Put the
exchanged vertices into disjoint copies of K4 and ﬁnish by Proposition 1.3.
3.3.4. G is ′-approximately 4×4(N/4)
Deﬁne each Aij , A′ij , C′i similarly to Section 3.3.3, using H =4×4. For {i1, i2, i3, i4} = [4], the copies of K4 with
label (i1, i2, i3) will be in the quadruple (A˜i1,1, A˜i2,2, A˜i3,3, A˜i4,4). The vertices in the resulting A′ij can be moved by
ﬁnding red edges as in Section 3.3.3 in pairs of the form (A′1j , A′2j ) and (A′3j , A′4j ). Then move the red vertices from
sets larger than t to those smaller than t.
The vertices in C′i will behave like vertices in any one of the sets A′ij . To see this, c ∈ C′1 is adjacent to fewer than
t vertices in at most 3 of the sets Aij—but not all with the same value of j. Therefore, for any j0, there are three sets
Aij , j = j0, for which c is adjacent to at least t vertices in Aij and those three sets are pairwise dense. So, color the
vertices in C′i green and add them to sets of size less than t. We now have sets A˜ij of size t, ∀i, j ∈ [4].
















Fig. 14. Diagram of Case 3. Solid lines represent pairs that must be sparse.
Remove a few copies of K4 to ensure that each set that remains is of size 6t/6. Randomly divide each set into
t/6 equally sized pieces, each with an appropriate label (i1, i2, i3). Exchange vertices so that the colored vertices are
in pieces with the appropriate label. Put those colored vertices into disjoint K4’s and ﬁnish by Proposition 1.3.
3.4. G is four pairs away from 4×4(N/4) (Case 3 of Lemma 3.3)
As Fig. 14 indicates, G is quite close to being approximately 4×4(t). In fact, the procedure is quite similar to that
of Section 3.3.4. The red edges are again used to make the sets of size at most t. (Look for red edges in pairs of the
form (A′2j , A′3j ) and (A′1j , A′4j ).) A vertex, c ∈ C′i will behave like some of the vertices in any set A′ij . This occurs
because c can be adjacent to less than t vertices in at most one of {Aij : j ∈ [4]} but cannot be placed into some A′ij .
A case analysis, that we decline to present here, can verify this.
Color members of C′i green so that we have sets A˜ij for i, j ∈ [4]. Remove a few copies of K4 so that each of the
resulting sets is of size exactly 6t/6. The procedure is very similar to that of Section 3.3.4. In the paragraphs below,
we outline the ways in which it differs. Consider random sets S ⊂ A˜12 ∪ A˜14 and T ⊂ A˜22 ∪ A˜24 each of size 2t/6.
Add o(t) vertices to and remove o(t) vertices from S to ensure that the resulting S˜ has exactly t/6 members of each
of A˜12 and A˜14. Construct T˜ similarly. The vertices in S˜ and T˜ will be in copies of K4 with label (3, 1, 4) and (3, 2, 4);
so, exchange vertices with red and green vertices so that the appropriate vertices are into or out of S˜ or T˜ . Choose at
random a set of size 2t/6 both in A˜31 and in A˜43 and move vertices as appropriate. Put colored vertices into disjoint
copies of K4 and color those copies of K4 red.
Now consider the uncolored vertices of S˜ and T˜ . If there is a perfect matching, then color these edges blue and use
Proposition 1.3 to complete the covering of these pieces by copies of K4. If there is no perfect matching, then attempt
to exchange uncolored vertices in A˜12 ∩ S˜ with those in A˜12\S˜ to complete the matching. If this is not possible, then
König–Hall gives that the X with |N(X)|< |X| is almost all of either A˜12 ∩ S˜ or A˜14 ∩ S˜. By the minimality of G and
the fact that S and T were chosen at random, both (A˜12, A˜22) and (A˜14, A˜24) are sparse—contradicting the case.
Thus, in order to ﬁnish, we will have to ﬁnd a similar set to ﬁnd copies of K4 labelled (4, 1, 3) and (4, 2, 3). In
addition, it may be necessary to do so for copies of K4 labelled (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), (2, 1, 3) and (2, 1, 4). Having found
these, divide the remaining sets into pieces of size t/6, exchanging red and green vertices, placing them into copies
of K4 and ﬁnishing by Proposition 1.3.
3.5. Proof of Lemma 3.3
Theorem 3.4, the so-called “Fuzzy Tripartite” Theorem, is proven in [8] and is very useful in proving Lemma 3.3.
Theorem 3.4. Given ′>>>1, let G = (V1, V2, V3;E) be a balanced tripartite graph on 3N vertices such that
each vertex is adjacent to at least ( 23 − ′)N vertices in each of the other classes. Then, if N is large enough, either G
has a perfect triangle-factor, or G has three sets of size -approximately N/3 with pairwise density at most .
A result by Johansson [5] gives that if the minimum degree is at least ( 23 )N +2
√
N , then the tripartite graph contains
a perfect K3-factor. Fischer [3] gives that if the minimum degree condition is strengthened to 2N/3, then we get a
partial triangle factor that excludes at most C vertices, where C is a function not dependent on N.
On to the proof. We have constants as before: >′>− 78 and let s = M/4. We begin by deﬁning
B ′i = {v ∈ Vi : degA′j (v)( 13 )(2 + )s, ∀j = i}, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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DeﬁneC′i=Vi\(A′i∪B ′i ). Again, using Proposition 3.2, we see that |C′i |s. Now, we ﬁnd 4s−|A′1|−|A′2|−|A′3|−|A′4|
disjoint copies of K4 in (B ′1 ∪C′1, B ′2 ∪C′2, B ′3 ∪C′3, B ′4 ∪C′4). If this is not possible, Proposition 1.4 gives that G must
be ′-approximately 4×4(M/4).
If we are able to ﬁnd such disjoint copies ofK4, then remove them from the graph to createB ′′i andC′′i for i=1, 2, 3, 4.
We wish to have a triangle factor such that for any quadruple {i1, i2, i3, i4} = [4], there is a family of vertex-disjoint
triangles in (B ′′i1 ∪C′′i1 , B ′′i2 ∪C′′i2 , B ′′i3 ∪C′′i3) of size |A′i4 | such that each vertex in C′′i1 is adjacent to at least (1−−′)s
vertices in A′i4 . First, form copies of K4 that involve the “C
′′
” vertices and then, since >− 78 , we can see that each
remaining vertex in, say A′4, is adjacent to at least half of the triangles in the portion of the triangle cover that is in
(B ′′1 ∪ C′′1 , B ′′2 ∪ C′′2 , B ′′3 ∪ C′′3 ) and each triangle of this portion of the triangle cover is adjacent to at least half of the
remaining vertices in A′3. König–Hall gives that there must be a perfect K4-factor.
In order to ﬁnd this triangle factor, we will randomly partition the setsB ′′ij ∪C′′ij . Let eachB ′′i ∪C′′i =Si(j)∪Si(k)∪Si(),
where {j, k, } = {1, 2, 3, 4}\{i}. We also have that |Si(j)| = |A′j | for all distinct i and j. It is important to take note
that each vertex is adjacent to, within ±o(s) vertices, the same proportion of vertices in Si(j) as in B ′′i ∪ C′′i , with
arbitrarily high probability.
Once the “S” sets are randomly chosen, we need to move the “C′′” vertices as necessary. Consider just the sets S1(4),
S2(4) and S3(4) and some c ∈ C′′1 ∩S1(4) is not adjacent to at least (1−−′)s vertices in A′4. Then, we will exchange
c with a vertex in B ′′1 ∩S1(k) where k ∈ {2, 3} and c is adjacent to at least (1−−′)s vertices in A′4. Arbitrarily match
c with adjacent neighbors of S2(4) and S3(4). Color these triangles red. Do this for all i and all c ∈ C′′i . There are at
most 1/2s red triangles in any triple (Si(j), Sk(j), S(j)). Then, we try to ﬁnd a triangle cover among the uncolored
vertices of (Si(j), Sk(j), S(j)). If we cannot, then the Fuzzy Tripartite 3.4 gives that edges can be removed so that
the minimum degree condition holds, but the triples must have three sets of size |A′j |/3 that, pairwise, have density
less than 1/3.
Suppose with probability 1 − o(1), the triple (Si(j), Sk(j), S(j)), the triangular covering can be found, then we
need not make any adjustments. Otherwise, with probability greater than some constant, the triple (Si(j), Sk(j), S(j))
has three sets of size |A′j |/3 that, pairwise, have density less than 1/3. Since this occurs with positive probability, we
must have that (B ′′i ∪ C′′i , B ′′k ∪ C′′k , B ′′ ∪ C′′ ) has three sets of size 1/4-approximately s that pairwise, have density
less than 1/5.
We can ﬁnd the matching we want, unless all four triples have three sets of size 1/6-approximately s that pairwise,
have density less than 1/7. Without loss of generality, suppose that (B ′′2 ∪C′′2 , B ′′3 ∪C′′3 , B ′′4 ∪C′′4 ) does not have three
pairwise sparse sets of size approximately s. Then choose the “S” sets as before and move the “C” vertices as before. We
can create a triangular covering among the uncolored vertices of (S1(4), S2(4), S3(4)). We do this by exchanging the
vertices of the sparse triple with vertices in S2(1) or S3(1) so that the sum of the sizes of those sets is equal to |A′4|. In that
case we can exchange vertices with more vertices in S2(1) or S3(1) to ensure we can get the triangular covers. We have
not switched too many vertices (at most O(1/5s)) in this manner. If, after the switching, we cannot ﬁnd a triangular
cover among the B ′′i vertices in (S2(1), S3(1), S4(1)), then, as before, we must have that (B ′′2 ∪C′′2 , B ′′3 ∪C′′3 , B ′′4 ∪C′′4 )
has three sets of size 1/6-approximately s that pairwise, have density less than 1/7—a contradiction.
By the minimum degree condition, these four pairwise sparse triples must either coincide or be disjoint, within a
tolerance of, say 1/8s vertices. Thus, if we move some vertices so that each set A′i is approximately a set Aij of size s
with pairwise density at most ′, then we are left with three cases:
(a) Three of the sparse triples coincide—giving our second quadruple with sets of size s and pairwise density less
than ′. This is Case 2.
(b) Two of them (without loss of generality, those in (V1, V3, V4) and in (V2, V3, V4)) coincide to form (A12, A22, A32,
A42). The other two (those in (V1, V2, V3) and (V1, V2, V4)) are disjoint from each other and create (A1j , A2j , A3j ,
A4j ) for j = 3 and 4, respectively. By minimality, this is also Case 2.
(c) There are two pairs of coinciding triples. This allows us to create (A1j , A2j , A3j , A4j ) for j =2, 3, 4 so that Case
3 holds.
4. N is not a multiple of 4
We have proved Theorem 1.2 for the case where N/4 is an integer. The other cases come as a corollary.
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Let t be an integer so that N = 4t + i with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and let N0 = 4t be large enough so that Theorem 1.2 is true
for all multiples of 4 larger than N0. Remove i copies of K4 from G to form the graph G′. Then, since every vertex in
G is adjacent to at least 3t + 3i/4 = 3t + i vertices in each of the other classes of G, every vertex in G′ is adjacent
to at least 3t vertices in the other classes of G′. Theorem 1.2 gives that G′ has a perfect K4-factor. Thus, G itself has a
perfect K4-factor.
5. Conclusion
The next step in this process is to prove a quintipartite version of Theorem 1.2. The obstacle to proving a k-partite
version for k > 4 seems to be getting a version of the Almost-covering Lemma (Lemma 2.2). A quintipartite version of
this lemma would easily lead to a quintipartite version of Theorem 2.1; as the rest of the proof could be mimicked. The
quintipartite extreme case would involve more case analysis, particularly in a version of Lemma 3.3, but we believe it
can be done.
Another open question is whether Theorem 1.2 can be used to prove that for any balanced quadripartite G with
each vertex adjacent to at least 34 ths of the vertices in each of the other classes, G has a perfect K4-factor. I.e., we can
remove the condition NN0. Suppose there is a counterexample, Gc. Theorem 1.2, however, gives that there is a t0
such that for all t t0, the so-called blow-up graph Gc(t) has a perfect K4-factor. This does not seem likely and it may
be possible to use this fact to prove that Gc cannot exist.
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